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Circus Days to
Return with
Melodrama
''The Village Bounder"
Promises to Give Us a
"Rip-Roaring" Evening
by Dorothy Reed '41
Bless the humble peanut, because
tonight for the third time, he (the
peanut) will bring you the annual
melodrama. How? That's what your
reporter went to find out the other
evening, in the '37 dorm. Ninki Hart,
the director and originator of the C.C.
melodrama company, explained the
significance of the peanut.
"You sec," she said, "we don't
have a cent to start our rehearsals
with-e-the costumes carryover from
year to year, and the scenery is most-
ly borrowed. So, the peanuts which
you buy to throw at us pay for what
expenses we do have-and we just
about come out even, at that!"
This year, in between the four acts
of "The Village Bounder, or the
Fruits of Evil," (A Thrilling Melo-
drama of the Dear, Dead Days;") the
artists plan to entertain you with se-
lected renditions sung by a quartette
composed of Margot Wickham, Pat
Hubbard, Elizabeth Patton, and Hel-
en Gardiner, Middie Weitlich will al-
so repeat her solo (entitled "They Al-
ways Pick On Melt) which was such
a howling success last year.
"When was the first melodrama
stagpd at Connecticut College?" your
reporter asked Ninki.
"This is our third year," Ninki an-
swered. "We put one on Sophomore
year because we had so much fun with
the competitive plays." Some of you
will remember "It Ain't Right by
Our Nell, or Virtue is Saved," which
they acted in 1937. Most of you will
recall without any effort the thrills
and heart throbs of last year's pro-
duction, "The Acrobat's Revenge, or
Murder Under the Big Top,"
("Cheers, Tears, Fears").
"Who wrote these thrilling mas-
terpieces ?"
"All three of them," said Ninki,
(Continued on Page 4)
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Press Board Awards
Keys at Banquet
Press Board keys were awarded to
Ann Rubinstein' 41, incoming editor-
in-chief of Press Board, Jane Kelton
'39, Laetitia Pollock '40, and Edythe
Van Rees '.p at the annual Press
Board Banquet held May 17 at the
Norwich Inn.
After the dinner, addresses were
given by Barbara Wynne' 40, who is
the out-going editor-in-chief, and Ann
Rubinstein. Barbara said that she
had enjoyed her position as head of
Press Board very much, and thanked
the members for their splendid co-
operation.
Ann told of tentative plans for the
coming year which include making
Press Board better known on campus.
She will endeavor, she said, to uphold
the high standards of the association.
In addition to the members of
Press Board, there were four guests
of honor: President Blullt, lVII'S.
Katherine Floyd, Director of Pub-
licity, Miss Alice Ramsay, and Ana-
hid Berberian, editor-in-chief of
News.
Ballet Russe de Monte
21st COmJuencement Carlo, Myra Hess, John
Week Planned for C. Thomas, Highlights
J 8 h 12 h The completion of the Frankune t - t Loomis Palmer Auditorium makes it
Rev, 'Villiam W. Patton possible for Connecticut College to
To Preach Baccalaureate; announce the presentation next sea-
Dr. McDonald, Speaker son of a Concert Series. This makes
possible to the students of Connecti-·
Dr. J ames Grover McDonald, cut College an opportunity to hear
President of the Brooklyn Institute five internationally known artists.
[of Arts and Sciences, will be the The Concert Series for 1939-1940
speaker at the z rst commencement ex- opens with John Charles Thomas,
ercises at Connecticut College which well-known concert baritone, on
are to be held Monday, June 12. The Wednesday evening, October z yth.
Rev. William Weston Patton of Glen Mr. Thomas has had such a varied
Ridge, N. ]., whose daughter, Eliza- career in the field of vocal music that
beth Patton, is a member of the grad- he needs little introduction to the
uating class, will deliver the bacca- public. He has appeared in both
laureate. light and grand opera, on the con-
One of the outstanding features of cert stage and often on the radio.
this year's commencement will be the Thomas was born in the small Penn-
20th reunion of the first class to grad- sylvania town of Meyersdale and be-
uate from the college. Elaborate gan his early musical vstudies in Bal-
plans for the occasion are being form- timore at the Peabody Institute. His
ulated by a committee headed by Miss early leanings were in the direction of
Marenda Prentis of New London medicine, but as his career indicates
and Boston, who was the first presi- music won out and successfully so.
dent and is permanent president of John Charles Thomas is a member of
the class. A large attendance of the the Metropolitan Opera Association
1919 graduates is anticipated. and has long been identified with the
Miss Kathleen Spencer, who re- best musically. It is always interest-
Plans Completed for New President Blunt Speaks ceived her A.B. from the University ing to note something of the personal
Cooperative House; Will On Student Pbns for of Delaware in '937, will be the only side of the artists whom many of us
O I k Th R S W
recipient of a Masters degree at the know only through the realm of the
ver 00 ames iver ummer nrk and Play Commencemcllt, exercises, a complete concert and Mr. Thomas might well
"What is a summer vacation for?" program of which follows: Ibe called also a great sportsman. He
was President Blunt's topic in Chapell THURSDAY, JUNE EIGHTH enjoys and indulges in nearly all
Tuesday, May aand. Everyone, she Senior Banquet, The Norwich Inn, sports, particularly boating. Mr.
supposed, would devote some time to 7:00 P.M. Thomas's appearance in New London
play, but she pointed out that no stu- FRIDAY JUNE NINTH will be one of the major musical
dent needs three months just for play.' events of next season.
"It does provide a new train of Annual ~xhibition of the Depart- Quite in contrast, is the announce-
thought, however," she said. ment of Fine Arts, Lyman Allyn (Oenttnued on Pare 8)
"S f ·11 k" Pr ' Museum, 2:00+5:00PJv1. This ex- ---:0:---
orne 0 you WI work, rest- I ·b· .' J S· 1W k H ld
d t BI t ti d " d II f 11 rtron continues through une T9· oCla or ers 0en un con muec, an a a IS' P d K I'11 h h d emor romena e, now ton
you WI ave a c ance to rea some House :00 P.M. Conference at C C
of the books you could not read dunng , 9 • •
the college year." She suggested that SATURDAY, JUNE TENTH Over three hundred people attend-
students obtain lists of books from in- Annual Meeting of the Alumnae ed the Connecticut Conference of So-
structors in the courses they are tak- <Continued on Page 7) cial Work, holding an Eastern Re-
ing next year, and read them as well ---:0 :--- gional Conference, in Knowlton Sal-
as those which have previously been Annuity Gift Provides on yesterday, May 23·
suggested in courses, in addition to The morning chairman was Miss
reading other books in fields which For New Faculty House Irma Hutzler, C.C. '19, who is at
are of interest but are not directly re- Ground has already been broken present a social worker at the Nor-
lated to college work. for a faculty apartment house which wich State Hospital. The delegates
Most important of all, President will be located south of Vinal gar- were greeted by the Honorable Alton
Blunt felt, was the opportunity which dens on Mohegan Avenue. The build- Minor, Mayor of 1 ew London, and
a vacation gives for thinking. "The ing will contain four two-room apart- Dr. Blunt. Among the morning
tempo of life at college is so fast that ments with bath and kitchenette, and speakers was Mrs. Chase Going
we do not think enough," the Presi- will be ready for occupancy next fall. Woodhouse whose subject was "Econ-
dent said, Hand the lessened pressure Like Emily Abbey House, it is to be omic and Social Trends in Eastern
of our duties gives more time for of white clapboard. Miss Louise Pot- Connecticut." Mrs. Woodhouse is
thought during the summer." tel', assistant to the President, Miss Director of the Institute of Women's
President Blunt also impressed the Marjorie Dilley, Assistant Professor Professional Relations.
students with the fact that they are of Government, and Miss Rosemond Chairman of the afternoon session
the representatives of the college. "As 'Tuve, Assistant Professor of English, was Dr. Charles G. Chakerian. The
centers of information about Connec- will occupy three of the apartments. Honorable Frederic C. Walcott,
C I
An annuity mft, the twelfth the Commissioner of the State Depart-
ticut ollege," she suggested emp 1a- c'
sis on its small to medium size, its college has received, provides the fund ment of Public Welfarc, and also a
buildings and grounds, its selection of for constructing the new apartment member of the college Board of Trus·
students, and above all
l
its high aca- house. These annuity gifts, which are tees, spoke on uHuman Resources in
a g·ft a 1d a· tnle t S,·,lllitane Eastern Connecticut." Dr. Florencedemic standing and teaching develop- I I n lllves n I -
O I d at d b so 1S 0 er M. Warller was one of the discus-ment. 1<0n May first there were goo us y, are on e y per I v
applicants for admission next fall I fifty, who give the college a sum of sants of this address.
many of them in the upper seventh or money, and whom the college pays a Miss Hyla Snider has been in
upper tenth of their classes," the specified interest during the donor's charge of the arrangements for the
I,·fe They are made for dorml·torl·es meeting. The sponsors include thePresident continued, Ubut that does . I
d I t d b ·Id· th b ·ld Drs. Warner and Wessel. Dr. Wes-not mean that superior girls need not an re a e UI mgs as ese til -
. bl to y the cost of the sel is a past president of the Coonec-
apply for admission this summer." ll1gs are a e carr
interest. tieut Conference.
(Contlnued. on PAce ')
BALLET RUSSE de MONTE CARLO
Portrait of the artists who will appear at the Palmer Auditorium
on November 8.
Plans are nearly complete for Em-
ily Abbey House, the new cooperative
dormitory which is the gift of Mrs.
Gilt of Springfield, Mass. Miss
Frances Gregory, housefellow of the
present cooperative dormitory, 1110-
sier, spent Monday, May twenty-
first, consulting with the architects,
Shreve, Lamb, and Harmon, in New
York City.
The new building will have on the
ground floor, overlooking the Thames
river, a large and conveniently ar-
ranged kitchen with an adjoining pan-
try, a reception room, and a living
room off which will open the dining
room. A smoking room, laundry, and
storage space will take up the west
side of this floor. The houscfellow's
suite and rooms for 2j or 26 students
wilt occupy the second and third
floors. There will be three double
rooms, and four pairs of connecting
singles, and the other rooms will be
singles, slightly smaller than those in
the newer dorms.
---:0:---
Math Club Holds Picnic;
New Officers Elected
The Mathematics Club held its an-
nual picnic in Buck Lodge last Wed-
nesday evening. A baseball game was
the feature event of the evening and
preceded supper.
During the evening the e1cction of
next yearls officers was held. Beryl
Sprouse '40 was elected president j
Betty Kent '40, vice-president j Betty
lIIcCallip '41, secretary i Margo
Whittaker' 40, treasurer; Katherine
Holohan '42, chairman of entertain-
mentj and Jeanette Holmes '41, chair-
man of refreshments.
Auditorium Affords Fine Series
Of Concerts For Next Season
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The End of the Road
It is with mingled feelings that we see this school
year end: regret at losing friends who are graduating;
a little sorrowful because we realize that another of our
ever-shortening school years has passed; but withal a
feeling of thankfulness at having accomplished a rear's
work, and earned a summer's idleness.
This has been a year of great growth, physically, for
the college. In one year, four new buildings have been
added: the Palmer Auditorium, Frederic Bill Hall,
Harkness Chapel, and Emily Abbey House. Each one of
these additions has meant a definite advance for our col-
lege. The Auditorium will allow us to have more elab-
orate concert programs, and larger audiences for our
plays, convocation lectures, and the like. The Chapel
will add greatly to the spiritual growth of the students.
Frederic Bill Hall has expanded our class-room facilities,
and made for better teaching. Emily Abbey House, our
new cooperative, will not only provide ideal working
conditions, but will bring the students living there on
campus.
There is the ever increasing curriculum which keeps
up with the building growth of the college. New courses
allow students even greater choice in elections. The Auer-
bach major has kept up with the original aim of the col-
lege, "A liberal arts college with a vocational slant."
Let us hope that again in the future years, the
growth of the college will be such that it will, indeed,
make our Alma Mater "greater, worthier, and more
beautiful." And to all of you, a happy vacation!
'42 to the Class of '39
The end of any year, at any school, is always a little
sad. There is the thought of saying goodbye to friends
we've made, that we will see again, and to those we may
not. But, to the latter it cannot be goodbye, really, be-
cause each of them will have left something of themselves,
that we will remember. I am referring to the Seniors.
To the whole college their leadership has been steadfast
and worthy of recognition; but to the Freshmen, they
have given something more than just leadership. They
may not remember as far back as their freshman year,
and what thy felt then, but they have certainly made it
an enjoyable one for us. Their friendliness is perhaps the
(Oonnnued to Cohunn 4)
CAMPUS CAMERA
I CATCHING tJ>e COAC'~ES
!!&--===='==:f~=;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
Oft\>. WARNER.
OF 'lEMPlE. BE-
CM/>f. SO EXC1'IED
DURJN6lHAT 2/,-26
GAME WrrH
OOSfON <.\lU£{;E
1llAT HE S\10KED
1WO CK;ARE'1lts
AT A TIMEl
1DP OF THE WRJGLEY BUILDING IN CHI-
CAE<) AND CALMLY PlAYED A TROMOONE
SOLO/.HIS BI\G OF TRICKS,NCWDtS
DOING A CHEEK Sf AND AND SHAVING
HIMSELF AT 'WE SAME TIME.'
New Books Suggest
Graduation Gifts
THINGS AND
STUFF
By Carol Chappell '41
Graduation soon approaches and
with it we take sad leave of some one
hundred and thirty-one girls. If you
haven't an idea in your head about
graduation presents, here are a few
suggestions of books which ought to
solve your problem.
"Here Lies," the collected stories
of Dorothy Parker, The Viking
Press, New York, $3. This book
contains her stories, dialogues, and
monologues including several which
have never before been published.
Anyone with any sign of a sense of
humor would appreciate this.
"Huntsman, What Quarry?" po-
ems by Edna St. Vincent Millay,
Harper and Brothers, New York, $2.
A marvelous collection of poetry for
anyone who tends toward the lyric
side ... a book that will be read and
reread.
"Masquerade," by Vincent Brun,
Carrick and Evans, New York, $2.50.
This is first class fiction portraying
the destinies of two individuals of
Hungarian birth who were forced to
leave their country for political rea-
sons. Although this is a novel in its
own rights, there is an historical back-
ground woven ill. A book fitted for
those who are interested in the hap-
penings of European nations today;
powerfully written making one feel
as if she were all the scene of the in-
cidents.
"America In l\Iidpassage," by
Charles A. Beard and Alary R.
Beard, Volume III of "The Rise of
American Civilization," The Mac-
millan Company, New York, $3.50.
This is a book for any history or gov-
ernment major. A detailed historical
writing from the time Calvin Cool-
idge became president up until Frank-
lin Roosevelt and the present day ad-
ministration. The work gives one the
inside story of governmental mechan-
ism such as banking, foreign trade,
holding companies, munition manu-
facturing, and public utilities. "It is
<Continued on Paa-e In
The Broadway slump is still con-
tinuing. Eleven shows have closed in
the past two weeks. The only bright
light on currently dimmed Broadway
is the exciting news that John Stein-
beck is writing a play. Mr. Steinbeck
-now, after Grates 0/ Wrnth- is
without doubt the American writer
of the year.
• • •
The spotlight this week must be
focused on the world of music. And
most particularly on Paderewski him-
self. This celebrated Polish pianist
has returned to America after an ab-
sence of six years. Mr. Paderewski
makes his public appearance in New
York tomorrow evening.
• • •
Monday night at the Hippodrome
more than thirty well-known artists
participated in a benefit concert for
the Musicians Emergency Fund. Such
musicians as Kirsten Flagstad, Lily
Pons, Artur Bodansky, Andre Kos-
telanetz , and Alexander Smallens
took a prominent part. The program,
at any rate, was typically American,
for included in it were a Robert
Benchley short and a Walt Disney
"Silly Symphony."
• • •
It seems as if the best Hollywood
productions come out of England.
Certainly Goodbye, Afr. Chips, made
by Americans abroad (like The Cita-
del) is all outstanding success. Fur-
thermore, Sam Wood and his associ-
ates have destroyed none of the gentle
charm of James Hilton's book.
• • •
Sunday afternoon, Grace Moore
sang in the second in the World's
Fair series of solo recitals given at
the Hall of Music. While her sing-
ing was as excellent as ever, the ar-
rangement of her program was poor.
Jan Kiepu ra opened this series last
week; Marian Anderson will con-
tinue it next Sunday.
Free Speech
(The Editors of the News do not hold themselves
responsible for the opinions ~xpresse~ In this column,
In order to insure the validity of thl~ ,column as an
organ for the expression of hon~st opimon, the editor
must know the names of ccntrfbutors.)
Dear Editor:
As an innocent Saturday night movie-goer I should
like to know just why some members of the Senior class
feel it beneath themselves to rise when the National
Anthem is being played at the Garde.
I have heard many muttered objections to this cus-
tom since it was first started, and am not the type to be
overly elated with patriotic fervor myself, but since such
is to be the custom, is there any good excuse for members
of our student body to make themselves obvious in such
a distasteful way? I have also heard it said, in the COurse
of my wanderings, that certain citizens of New London
do not always feel kindly toward those of us who insist
in making themselves conspicuous in various ways.
Doesn't this obvious lack of conformity with what seems
to have been established as a national precedent give these
aforementioned citizens an excellent chance to talk?
We are all supposed to be students of some intelli-
gence, we are all Americans, and we certainly should all
want to show some sign of respect for our country, if not
for yourselves, girls, for the sake of your Alma Mater
and the rest of us. Do you, as representatives of the Sen-
ior class, which class the rest of us are taught to look up-
on with some degree of respect and to follow in your
footsteps, have any good excuse to offer?
An Observer.
Dear Editor:
The interest in the matter of initiations as shown ill
(Continued on Paa-e 4,)
Editorial
(Continued from Column 1)
most memorable. So many colleges have such definite
class distinction. The Seniors are high-up, the Freshmen,
still members of the Cradle Roll, and no definite recogni-
tion is deemed necessary. But that is not the case at Con-
necticut. The Seniors have gone out of their way to be
friendly and interesting and helpful to those not know-
ing the ropes. Their attitude has not been one of con-
descension, but one of real interest in our petty problems
and worries. They have made us feel as if we were real-
ly a part of the life at college, and not just beginners at
a new game. This quality has been noticed and appreci-
ated. .
The leadership that the Seniors have given is anoth-
er thing we will remember when they are gone. They
have performed their role as head class of the school with
quiet dignity, befitting their position, and yet with a gay
spontaneity that has made them respected and loved by
all. In this capacity for being leaders, everyone of them
has given us underclassmen something to look up to; a
criterion that we must strive to take as our own. They
will leave behind them ideals of patience and friendliness,
and the desire to help and guide. It is for these reasons,
then, that we feel we are not saying "goodbye" to the
Senior class; just-"until we meet again."
Calendar ...
Wednesday, May 24
7:00 Competitive Sing .... , , , ...
8:00 Melod rama ...
9 :30 Moonlight Sing
Thursday, May 25
5:00 Senior Class Meeting .. ,
5 :30 Commuter's Club Picnic ..
6:00 Spanish Club Picnic
6:00 A.A. Banquet
Friday, May 26
5 :30 Faculty Picnic , , Lodge
Satu.rday, May 27
8- I 2 Service League Dance .....
Sunday, May 28
7:00 Vespers , .. Arboretum
Monday, May 29
Review Period . , •...... , ,
Tuesday, May 30
Review Period
5:00 House of
Library Steps
Gym
......... Grey Stolle Wall
Mitchell Woods
. .... Lodge
Thames
Knowlton
, , .
Representatives Meeting
... , .. , ... Commuter's Room
Wednesday, May 31
EXalTIS , .
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Antique Collection of Many
Types of Art in Cary Home
Paintings, Miniatures
And Old Silver Pieces
AU Among Treasures
After some hunting, I finally
found, across from the Second Con-
gregational Church, number 190
Hempstead Street where Professor
Esther Cary of our faculty lives with
her mother, and where they keep their
collection of antiques. The collection
includes many types of works of art ,
from paintings, miniatures, and
enamels to carved ivory fans and pe-
tit point, but I particularly wished to
examine the silver collection.
Opening the glass door of a nearby
cabinet disclosed rows of silver pieces.
On a top shelf stood a large silver
tankard which immediately arrested
my eye. According to the inscription,
King Christian VlI once gave it as a
present, and it bears on the cover a
coin with the hood of Christian VII.
I noted the ball and claw design of
the three legs of the drinking cup, and
tilted hack the richly worked cover to
peer inside. Running up the inner
wall of the tankard, where the handle
joined the cup, I noticed what seemed
to me to be a row of nail heads. "Do
they make the handle fast to the cup?"
I naively asked.
UNo, the pegs have a different pur-
pose. Haven't you ever heard of
drinking a peg of ale? The large cup
was passed around among the drink-
ing group, and each man drank down
a peg."
I turned with a blush to another
tankard. It was a Norwegian piece
with a coin of the year 161 I inserted
in the cover. It too had the ball and
claw design on the feet and was gold
lined. 1 was informed that it would
be practically impossible to get such a
piece out of its native country today.
Such specimens have become extreme-
ly rare in Scandinavia, so that most 01
them are found only in museums
there, and their exportation is prohib-
ited by law. This particular tankard
came from the collection of Whitelaw
Reid, former United States Ambassa-
dor to Great Britain.
After we had looked at the varied
collection of tankards from several
European countries and periods, we
turned to tea and coffee pots. I was
fascinated by one of the First Empire
period. So interesting and beautiful
that I shall always remember it. It
once belonged to a niece of Napoleon
I, Princess Amthilde Bonaparte.
Ovoid in shape, the grace alone was
enough to make it beautiful, with the
handle, the spout, and the tripod base
balanced and curved, so that they
formed a continuous line for the eye
to follow. The handle, of wood, was
held to the vessel itself by a dainty
piece of silver fashioning. On the
front of this tall coffee pot the Im-
perial emblem is minutely engraved.
We examined closely a loving cup
of silver gilt, bearing a picture in re-
lief of the tilly house where Peter the
Great lived while he was in Holland
learning the shipbuilders trade. Be-
neath the picture stands the motto,
NIL MAGNO VIRO INDIG-
NUlVI i "Nothing is too mean for a
great man." On the cover stands up-
right the Russian Lion, with a crown
upon his head. His forepaw rests up-
011 a gold shield bearing the coat of
arms of the Russian Imperial Family,
and every detail of the coat of arms is
brought clearly in the metal. This cup
was presented in 1839 by Czar Nice-
Dates Set for Prom
And Banquet Given
By Senior Class
The 1939 Senior Banquet will be
held Thursday, June 8, at Norwich
Inn at 7 :30 p.m. The Banquet com-
mittee consists of Jane Guilford, Bet-
ty Bishard, and Caroline Kenyon.
The Senior Prom will be held Fri-
day, June 9, in Knowlton Salon, from
9:00 p.m. to 1 :00 a.m. Newt Perry's
orchestra will play. Chaperones are:
President Blunt, Dean Burdick, Dr.
and Mrs. Gerard Jensen, Dr. Hamil-
ton Smyser.
The committees are as follows:
Orchestra-Nancy Tremaine.
Waitresses--Polly Salam.
Publicity-c-Margor vVickham.
'Tickets-c. Janet Mead.
Programs-- Jean Placak.
Refreshments-- Jean Ellis.
Chaperones-Eldreda Lowe.
Waitresses for the Prom are: Glad-
ys Bachman, Grace Bull, Virginia
Clark, Mary Elizabeth Gehrig, Lu-
cie Dix, Isabel Scott, Josephine SeI-
den, Betty Vilas, Barbara Wynne,
Jeanne Ormrod, all of the class of
'940.
Decorations will be in keeping with
the graduation atmosphere.
General chairman of both Senior
Prom and Senior Banquet is Rose
Lazarus.
---:0:----
An ash tray: Something to put the
butts in, jf the room has no Roor.
Concert Pianist "Skippy" and ~~Winky" Go Into
The Vegetable-Growing Business
MYRA HESS
who will appear 011 the new con-
cert program series next tall.
Members of former classes at C.C.
from /919 to 1938 seem to be leading
very interesting and useful lives. Here
are some bits of information about a
few of them.
Blanche Finley '22~ took a freighter
cruise to Haiti, Venezuela, and Cur-
acao all a Dutch boat last October.
This spring she motored to Char-les-
ton, and this fall she is planning to go
to France, having won the trip.
The Class of 1932 seems to have
«gone foreign." It is represented in
Honolulu by Ricky Kendrick Dag-
gett, whose husband is teaching at the
Punahou School, and Jean Stimson
Wilcox, son Alan, and husband, who
is in the English Department of the
University of Hawaii. Adelaide Bris-
tol Satterthwaite is now living in
Caracas, Venezuela, and has a SOil
four years old. And Betty Rathbone
studies Russian to help in catalogu-
ing work in Dumbarton Heights.
Another traveler is Ginny Parish
'33, who is going to spend the sum-
mer ill Europe. Another member of
that class, Jo Eakin, is working for
the British Broadcasting Corp., Rock-
efeHer Center.
Twins, a boy and a girl, were born
to Julie McVey Rolfe '34, on Janu-
ary 1 I.
From the class of 1935 Mary Sav-
age has just become research assistant
to the new Director of Research in
the State Department of Education of
Connecticut, and Nanci Walker was
just appointed assistant clerk to the
superior court in Providence.
Gerutha Kempe Kuote '36 was
married on August 14, 1938. She is
living in Hiedelberg where her hus-
band is headmaster of a secondary
school.
A quick survey of the Class of '37
shows that the score at this point is
two engagements, six marriages, and
two births (a daughter to Dot Wad-
hams Cleaveland, and a SOil to Betty
Stromberg Naab).
Senior 17espers
On Sunday, Ma-y 26, the an-
nual Senior Vespers will be held
in the Arboretum. Dr. Lauben-
stein wiJl preside. The speaker
will be Dr. Jenson, an honorary
member of the class. .
One feature of the service will
be the reading or recitation of
religious nature poetry. Parttci-
pation in this is welcomed and
open to the entire audience.
Please everyone bring pillows.
In case of rain the services
witl be held in the gymnasium.
Enterprising Youngsters
Seek Surnmer- Customers
As Garden Develops
Students who have been confined
to the Infirmary during the past
couple of weeks have been a little
nonplussed at a certain activity going
on ill the rear of that building.
Every afternoon at four o'clock a
couple of boys, about ten or twelve
years old, turn into Valentine Street.
One of them carries a spading fork,
the other a rake. They cut across the
Infirmary yard and busy themselves
in the plot of ground just beyond.
Before long a colleague arrives via
bicycle, a Saturday Evening Post bag
slung across the handle bars. He
joins the others, and they all work
busily till supper time.
These three diligent young hus-
bandmen are none other than the sons
of Drs. Lawrence and Leib respective-
ly-IISkippy" and "Winky"-and
their very blonde co-worker who bears
the name of Smith. Together they
are making a garden-a vegetable
garden. And it is no mean project
they are undertaking.
Skippy, who talks with great en-
thusiasm concerning the enterprise,
told us all about it the other day as
he watered the newly-planted seeds
with a large tin watering-can. His
helpers were not around at the time.
"You see, he explained, "we
wanted to make a garden. Well, Mr.
Ames told us this was a good place,
so we started digging right here."
First they had to clear a place for
the garden, and removing the turf
was no easy task. Skippy explained,
Quite candidly, that Smith had done
the biggest part of the job.
las I of Russia to the house represent-
ed upon the side.
An odd piece was the covered
sweetmeat dish of silver filigree with
a gold lined cup within it. The fine
silver wire, or filigree, was twisted
and turned into designs almost micro-
scopic. The heavy gold lining only
emphasized the daintiness of the fili-
gree design while the dish as a whole
was fashioned in a smooth, graceful
line. (This dish once belonged to
Prince Karakin of Russia.)
A Tigerware jug, silver mounted
and engraved, is one of the oldest
pieces in the Cary collection. It was
made in 1632 when Charles I was
King of England, just before the days
of Oliver Cromwell.
A German chalice, made of silver -==============:::;gilt, bearing the date 1576, is the old- i
est of the collection. The shape re-I Al N I
minds one of the pictures of the Holy umnae ews
Grail, with the smoothly rounded cup by Sbirley Simkin '42
passing into a rather large stem and
base.
I also saw eighteenth century wed-
ding cups with typical Scandinavian
strapwork up 011 the sides, and with
small round pieces of silver dangling
against the sides. We examined
Swedish wine cups, and a rare Irish
tea set, made of heavy silver, 1Il a
square shape.
The few pieces I have mentioned
here do not begin to express the diver-
sity and extensiveness of the collec-
tion. During my visit, I gaind only the
barest insight into a few of the an-
tiques. I hope to visit the Cary house
again to see more of the other an-
tiques, and I was told that any who
are interested are welcome to come to
see the collection of pieces. If you ask
Miss Cary, or call her about it, she
will be glad to tell you when you and
your antique loving friends may pay
her a visit.
---:0:---
:\fext the garden had to be spaded.
And, finally, they planted the seeds.
We looked with interest at the color-
ed seed envelopes staked down here
and there across the garden.
"Let's see. Onions and beets, beans,
carrots, peas ... "
"And radishes over there," Skippy
pointed, "and over there," pointing to
the left, "corn and squash, and ..
oh yes, broccoli and lettuce."
Apparently nothing was lacking.
Then we noticed a row of small
green plants in one corner.
"Something coming up already?"
we asked.
"Well, not exactly," he told us.
"You see, those are the cabbage
plants. Miss Potter gave them to us."
And he sprinkled some water solici-
tously over the cabbage plants.
We soon learned that the garden is
not just a diversion. The boys are
quite serious about it and are planning
it on a business basis.
"We can't help making a profit,"
Skippy explained, "-if everything
comes up."
"You see," he continued, "all we
spent for seeds was $1.50. So we
ought to make at least $2 or $3
apiece."
Whether he meant per week, per
month, or per season we did not ask.
"Then, you've got some customers
already?"
HOh, sure," he cried proudly.
"Miss Patterson's going to buy aU
that we've got to give her; that is, if
it comes up soon, or if there's some-
thing left in the fall when she comes
back from vacation."
It would seem that the Leib and
Lawrence households are not to suf-
fer, either, for lack of greens and
fresh vegetables this summer-al-
though they will receive their supply
on a strictly cash basis. Housewives
in the neighborhood have also put in
their subscriptions for whatever the
boys have to offer, and even mem-
bers of the Botany Department,
prompted perhaps by a fellow interest
in horticulture, have offered to pur-
chase any surplus that exists.
"Well," we concluded, "you've a
job ahead, keeping the garden hoed
and weeded all summer long."
"Oh, I guess we can do it all
right," conjectured our young garden-
er optimistically. "Anyway, it's fun."
And we felt pretty optimistic about
it ourselves as we left Skippy water-
ing the radish row and plodded back
up the hill to college.
---:0:---
Chemistry Professors to
Attend Vassar Meeting
Miss l\Iary lVlcKee and Miss Mar-
garet Kelly will represent the Chem-
istry Department at a conference to be
held at Vassar College May 27th 10
discuss the requirements to be set for
Chemistry majors in women's fine arts
colleges. The meeting is the result of
a proposed movement by the Ameri-
can Chemical Society to accredit the
chemistry departments of educational
insti tu tions.
---:0:---
Science Club Elects ew
Officers For 1939-40
Election of the officers of Science
Club for '939-'9+0 were held Thurs-
day, May 18. The following girls
were chosen:
President-Mary Hall ' ..p.
Vice-president and secretary-
Mary Montague '4 r ,
Treasurer-Alice Porter '40.
Awards and Prizes
To he Announced
At Prize Chapel
Dean Nye will preside at the Prize
Chapel which will be held Friday,
May 26th. Announcement will be
made of the following awards and
pnzes:
Phi Beta Kappa Award for Gradu-
ate Study.
The Acheson Prizes in Biblical Lit-
erature:
Old Testament Literature.
New Testament Literature.
The Jane Bill Prize in Fine Arts,
given in memory of Henry Bill Sei-
den.
The Theodore Bodenwein Prize
for Excellence in English in the Field
of the Newspaper Article.
The Business and Professional Wo-
men's Club of New London Prize for
Excellence in Business Administra-
tion and Secretarial Studies.
The Sarah Ensign Cady Memorial
Prize for Excellence in the English
Speech.
The Mr. and lVIrs. Bryan Francis
Mahan Memorial Prize for Excel-
lence in Music.
The Norwich Poetry Prize.
The Prizes for Best Personal Li-
braries. First Prize $50 (donated by
Book Shop). Second Prize, Web-
ster's few International Dictionary.
The Savard Prize for Excellence in
Spoken French.
The Carl Schurz Memorial Prize
for Excellence in German.
The Strickland Prize for Excel-
lence in Home Economics.
The Surpless Prize for Excellence
in Mathematics.
Ci DR 'I and days making her moustache-it's'reus ays to eturn fashioned from a particularly tough
With Melodrama piece of rope.
CContlnued rrum Pu~e 1) So, that's how the humble peanut
looking down modestly, "were writ- can put on a show. "The Village
ten by Illy brother, Victor. We gave Bounder," said Ninki in a tone to per-
'j t Ain't Right' first in a little theater suade the most skeptical of us, "prom-
in QUf barn-that was the summer ises to be the best ver !" That's the
before we came to college. This year's way it looks!
and last year's plays were written es-I------------ _
peciallv for us."
Victor Hart, Ninki explained, is
about 27. and has the job of radio en-
gineer, although he has always bee~l
interested in the theater. "Our ambi-
tion," she finished, "is some day to
have a two-ring melodrama com-
pany."
Rehearsals for "The Village
Bounder" last for only a week. The
only requirement in being in the show
is for the actors to have fun. And
practically their only difficulty is to
time the lines correctly, and to "talk _
above that infernal racket." The en-
tire cast is target to peanut-shells, par-
ticularly juicy vegetables, and last
year, someone went so far as to throw
an old shoe at the otherwise proud
hero.
Melodrama, even though it is fun,
is a serious business, too, "We re-
hearse," Ninki explained, "perfectly
straight and serious. We feel that if
we try to force the humor, we'll get
slapstick."
This year's cast will include l\IIid-
die Weitlich, Mary Giese, Kat _
Ekirch, Betty Andrew, and Ninki.
Kat and Betty Andrew arc the veter-
ans, having participated for three
years. Caroline Kenyoll and Dorothy
Clements, too, have becn stage man-
ager and pianist-in-chief respectively
for three years. A/liddie and Giese
have been in the show for two years.
Kat, thc villain, usually spends days
Parre Four NEWS
Why, Oh Why, Can't I Get My
Packing Done More Quickly?
Free Speech
(Continued from PaKe !)
the freshman letter of last week's col-
umn of Free Speech runs parallel to
B')' EDl'THE VA...!Ir,'R.EES'41 a thrilling 100·c Jerrer from some girl the very active interest Cabinet has
signed "Ham Sandwich." She chuckl- taken in it this year. Cabinet realizesIt is a warm rainy day on the hill- . 1 k' d I"ed as she remembered how con vi used the Importance a some '111 0 get-top. A girl attired in slacks, a pair h "I I d I
they had all been the night they had roger er or t te two Ull ere asses,of wooden clogs, and a bandana d I h h h .
given the get-together parties and one an a t aug t e vote was neganve towound around her Freshly-set hair, h di . 1 F h
girl had recited "Oscar," and another continue tetra Irion a res mansits cross-legged on the floor. Yes, like I .... d h
sang "Night and Day," accompanied mnanon as It now stan s, r ere wasseven hundred other students she is
by the words from a laundry list. no absolute feeling to disregard it en-packing for summer vacation. She is I
Then there was the Black List party, tire y.surrounded by a mound of clothes, a 01 . . b
proving that the Freshmen were a course, initiations are eingheap of shoes, and a pile of books. A " "
talented class. Cheers to the Froshes more and more tabooed and afterbattered trunk stands gaping before h d b 1
for their fine spirit. muc correspon ence wit many 0her. TOW, where to begin? What
Turn another page. A train ticket the leading schools of the country wewas it Mother said? Pack the heavy .
from Fall Houseparries. Remember have found that the function is beingthings at the bottom-Pack the heavy
packing a suitcase at five in the morn- eliminated rapidly. Wc all love thethings-ah yes, first place 1\1r. West- f 1 I
ing, taking a quiz at eight, buying a un a initiations, we all g oat in theermarck and stack the rest on top
ticket on the train, forgetting eve- "thrill of sweet revenge" which fol-right up to Mr. Shakespeare. At this
ning shoes, coming home broke? A lows, but none of us ever enjoy themoment our dusty friend literally
smile lights the girl's face as she game when it is overdone. So withwades across the floor and, from the
notices a tarnished silver ribbon. initiations. This criticism lias con-lowest shelf of a wobbly bookcase,
Memories of Soph days, the mad con- stantly been brought before us, and itseizes a large blue scrap book distin- C
fusion of programs, blind dates, buz- is with this point in view that abinetguished by a gold seal. Unable to re-
zers that continually rang, cashed suggests an initiation along the fol-sist the temptation, she flicks through
checks, the Tea Dance where one lowing lines: An initiation or "get-the heavy pages, then her fingers
nearsightedly searched for one's popu- together" night held in the g}'m forpause to trace the word "Sophomore."
lar date, the dinner party, college all freshmen and sophomores, whichWith a comfortable sigh she props the
songs, the receiving line with would be planned and supervised bybook up against the bureau and slow-
"Fletch" looking mysteriously digni- the sophomore class. Their demandsly turns the pages.
fied, the Freshman Hostesses sweep- might include costumes-they might
Back to school in September, feel- . I 1 I I . J dlllg around in purple gowns, and bestrlave re reslll:ents-ttey nugnt e-
ing decidedly more at home this year. of all the strains of "I Can't Get mand en ter tamment, but whatever
Wonderful feeling seeing ever-yone Started" in the true Berigan manner. their miahrs be, it would cover only a
again, chatting about vacation while 'rhen came the spirit of Christmas, period of one evening, and it would
one pushes an armful of sweaters in- and the old traditions; the So phs, exclude the exposing of the upper-
to a bureau drawer. At the top of stealing out of the quad at five on a c1assl1len and faculty to the trivialities
the second page the girl frowns at a bleak morn, caroling with only melt- of an initiation.
green schedule card. What a time ed wax to keep freezing fingers warm, It is only a suggestion, but as such
she had had over changing courses. and sleepy greetings to reward our we hope that the incoming sophomore
Three Saturday classes had been im- lusty efforts-then a rush of taxies, class will pick it up and make it a pre-
possible and six eight-o'c1ocks equally meeting B- in New Haven, forget- cedent. In the spirit of fun and good
impossible, so after giving three fac- ting that the train got in at Penn Sta- fellow~hip initiations can be the basis
ulty advisors jangled nerves, she had tion, home, a whirlwind of parties, for a fine and genuine friendship, as
decided on a compromise. and then back to this now snowy well as a medium for loyalty and love
Well, things had just settled down campus. for Connecticut. We Jove our col-
when the "big wind" came. She Mid-winter scenes all each page. lege. We must make OUI" love and ac-
would never forget how she had hud- Catching the train for a ski week-end; tiolls worthy of her name.
dIed with the rest and had crept a bull session after Carnival, an emp- Yes, '42, there is something you
through the underground passage ty mail box, a birthday party, quizzes. can do about initiations. Plan now
from New London to Blackstone. A The opening of lVlascot Hunt, slips for a bigger and better "get-together"
picture of the shattered campus of paper that meant clues, searching and let us sec you instill something
brought back the memory of standing through paper cups in Fanning, try- worthy for the tradition of this col-
by the window, watching those she ing to corner Lucie Dix, ] unior Ban- lege. A Cabinet .Member.
knew being blown to the ground, slate quet and the revelation of the Greek ---:0 : _
and broken trees pouring around room (no more need to be said).
them. She had hardly dared to look, Coming back in springtime with
yet she had been fascinated by the I Junior Prom to look forward to,
strength of the hurricane and silently I tables at Woodlawn, picnicking like
her heart had prayed. She remember- modern Indians, frantic calls to the
ed that night; the flames of the burn- "Yo" Spring fever May baskets, and
ing town, the wild rumors of a tidal sunburns.
wave, the frantic efforts to send a Now the last page, cluttered with
message to waiting families. All this recent memories of elections, a cele.
had drawn them closer together. She bration at Homeport and a call on
was proud because we had been brave Dean Burdick to present our new
enough to laugh when there had been President, "Bickey," signing up for
no lights, no water, and no communi- House Juniors, new courses, room
cation. As quickly as she turned the drawing, more worries, exams, pack-
page, so the terror of the hurricane ing-suddcnly the girl reaches for a
had passed. pencil and rules on a large clean page
Junior Year~ closes the book with a
heavy thud and places it in the trunk.
PERRY & STONE
President Blunt Speaks
On Plans for Summer
(Continued from PaKe I)
There are usually a few places for ex-
ceptional students, she said before
closing.
President Blunt also announed the
concert seri~s for next year, complete
details of which will be found else-
where in this issue of News.
MISS O'NEILL'S SHOP
Corner Green and Golden Streets
Attractive line of
Buttons, Yarns, Stamped Linens and
Needlepoint.
Hemstitehing. KnJtting Needles, etc.
Within a few weeks, when it was
still Fall at Connecticut, the high and
mighty Sophomore class, with due
dignity and decorulll, welcomed the
Freshman class by way of initiation.
There was a picture of two HFreshies"
chanting a slang version of "Romeo
and Juliet" from a balcony. Here
was another of several pigtailed girls
bowing to the banner. She picked up
Stat<> Street
In
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all Pastel Shades
Jewelers Since 1865
Stationery Leather
Novelties
Good.
LINENS LINGEIUEWatch and Jewelry Repair Work
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College
296 STATE STREET
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Fine Jewelry and Gifts
52 S~J.'ATESTREET
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or
Distinctio,,,
•
ENNIS SHOP
230 State St.
-
Wednesday, May 24, 1939
Compliments of
WILLOW RESTAURANT
24 BANK STREET
Compliments of
BURR·MITCHELL CO.
CONFECTIONERS
Rear 334 Bank Street
DUTCHLAND FARMS
Groton, Conn.
BREAKFAST
LUNCHEON
DINNER
Late Snacks
28 Flavors Dutchland
Farms Ice Cream
With lhe increasing demand forthe college lralne<:!
5eaelary. Interboro·s placement results fo' 1938
tar e>lceeded all previous ,eco,ds. in both the
English and ttle F"oreign languag\' ~euetMial'"",,
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supplementing college education with Interbo'o
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STOP BAGGAGE-/T/S!*
Technical name tor ., Baggage
bother when vacation bound."
Use this easy, economical RAILWAY ExPRESS
cure - pre-tested by thousands of carefree colle-
gians: (l) Pack everything carefully into yow
trunks, boxes and bags. (2) Lock strap and
label 'em defdy. (3) Phone or d~op by the .-,: /ti
R.A..ILWAY EXPRESS office and tell them when ~1Aiiii!I I ~
to call and where to deliver. mAT's ALL! Your ,..-;:'''...
b~gg~ge is pracrically home. Charges include pick-up and delivery in all cities and
pnnclpal towns. And y<;Jucan send everything "express colleet"-at low rares.
So when your holiday b3:gga8.e is ready, just phone RAILWAY EXPRESS to call,
You can then board your traID Without a care in the worldl
1839-A Century of St!rvice-1939
UNION
Phones 3363 and 3364
STATION
New London, Conn.
XPRESS
See the RAILWAY E~PRBSS Exhibits at the New York World's Fair _
and the San Franasco Golden Gate International Exposition.
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ew Books Suggest
Graduation Gifts
Page Five
Botany Students Do Research
In Study of Hormone Growth
•
Scientific Interest i n
Age of Hemlocks; Plans
Made to Replant Parks
The Horacian motto "Carpe diem>!
is not lost on the Botany Department.
The hurricane, which undoubtedly
did much to undo years of hard work
spent on beautifying our campus was
turned to at least some profit.
It was beyond a doubt regrettable
that the beauty of the old "Hemlocks"
was destroyed. Only about 18 of 130
stand of the r yo-years old hemlocks.
Young hemlocks have, of course,
been planted, but it will be genera-
tions before the "Hemlocks" will re-
Slime its former beauty.
Because it was an opportunity too
good to be thrown away, three botany
majors, Marjorie Abrahams '39,
Marjorie Mortimer '39, and Eunice
Titcomb '39, made a rather exhaust-
ive study of the rings of the fallen
trees. It is of local interest to note
that some of the oldest trees were
found to t e only slightly under 200
years old. It is of scientific interest to
note that the size of the rings of the"
trees were in no way connected with
whether it was a dry or wet year or a
cold or a warm year. It was also
found that the trees that grew on the
rocky crags with little water had the
same growth pattern as those that
grew in the swamps, except that the
rings were only a little narrower in
width.
But this by no means covers all the
individual work of the botany majors.
Marjorie Abrahams has been working
on the relations of hormones to seed
viohility. As seeds grow old the per-
centage of live seeds is not nearly so
great as in new seeds. Curiously
enough, she has discovered that the
older the seeds, the richer they are in
hormones.
Eunice Titcomb has been working
on the effect of various conditions of
humidity and temperature on the her-
mcne tests that Miss Barbara Sha-
lucha (graduate of the University of
Vermont and the Botany Depart-
ment's research assistant) is carrying
on.
Marjorie Mortimer is studying the
effect of the growth of some molds
and bacteria on the growth of root
systems.
Priscilla Pasco, a senior in land-
scape gardening, has been landscaping
Miss Katherine Hunter's new house ---------------
on Benham Road. 1792 1939
Molly MacLenathen '39 and Edith The Union Bank & Trnst Co.
Frey '39 were others who took advan- of New London, Conn.
tage of hurricane destruction. They Trust and Commercial Departments
have made plans for the replanting of 147 Years of Service
Will iams Par k and Wi Hiams Memo- -:::::::::::=::::::::::::::::::::==::::::::::::::==:::::::::::::::====;;
rial Park. The planting of Williams .:._- .:.
Park has already been carried out by Thanks, Girls . . . I
"
FOR THE BUSINESS YOU HAVE GIVEN US ,
II If there is any item yon have Ioraotten in sport cloth. I
,
__I ~ Iing or athletic equipment, stop in to see us before leav- !
ling. We wiII be glad to mail it to yon. II -
- DOES YOUR TENMS RACKET NEED RESTRINGING? II HOW ABOUT A JANTZEN? i
II II'Have a Pleasant VacationI ALLING RUBBER COMPANY I
.:._,-,,-,,-,,-,,-,,-,,-,,~---,-,-,,-,,-<>--,,-,,---_.:.
YALE UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF NURSING
A Profession for the
COLLEGE WOMAN
The thirty-two months' course,
providing an intensive and
basic experience in the various
branches of nursing, leads to
the degree of Master of Nurs-
ing.
A Bachelor's degree in arts,
science or philosophy from a
college of approved standing
IS required for admission.
For catalogue and information
address:
The Dean
Yale School of Nm·sing
New Haven, Connecticut
ous visit to Denmark; and will again
be a guest at the Karlburg Labora-
tories.
Dr. Charles \V. Hock will return
h C A R to the ~Iarine Biological Laboratoryt e . . . in collaboration with the W
A bat oods Hole, ~lass., for his secondr oretum Association. The New
L summer as a research fellow.ondon Garden Club will execute the
plans for Williams Memorial Park. Offl' c-e-r-s-:oE:-I-e-c-ted
The plans for these two parks will be
published shortly in the New London At PBK Dinner
Day.
A f h I f h The Rev. Frank S. Morehouse,s or t e va ue 0 t e work these
girls have been doing; Molly, Edith, rector of St. James Episcopal Church,
and Priscilla will be able to use their was reelected president of the New
landscape training in the beautifica- London association of Phi Bera Kap-
tion of their own communities and, of pa at the annual meeting which was
course, their own homes too. Marjorie held May IS at Lighthouse Inn. Dr.
Mortimer plans to make use of her Julia Bower of Connecticut College
bacteriological technique on further was reelected vice president and Dr.
training at the Yale School of N urs- Avis Borden of Connecticut College
. 1\1' was elected secretarv-treasurer.mg. arjorie Abrahams and Eunice _
Titcomb plan to do graduate work in
plant science.
Following commencement Dr.
Creighton, Miss Wilkinson and Pris-
cilla Pasco '39 will conduct the third
annual Summer School of Horticul-
ture for three days at Connecticut ---------------
College. This summer school was first
established in collaboration with the
Federated Garden Clubs of Connecti-
cut (the organization which contrib-
utes largely to the upkeep of the Ar-
boretum). The purpose of the sum-
mer school is to present a short course
in horiticulture, having to do with
the propagation of plants, breeding of
new varieties, pruning, fertilizing, etc.
'Those attending can apply the infor-
mation in growing their own gardens
and planning their own landscapes.
The closing lecture will be given by
Dr. Roger Wodehouse, a pollen ex-
pert of the Arlington Chemical Com-
pany. His topic will be "Hay Fever
and Hay Fever Plants."
As many as thirty or forty have at-
tended the slimmer school in previous
years. During the time they are here
they have complete use of the botan-
ical facilities of the college: the green-
house, the Caroline Black Garden, all
laboratories and the Arboretum.
We hope you ha ve noticed the 2000
gorgeous tulips which have been plant-
ed around the greenhouse and by the
stone wall between Jane Addams and
IVIrs. Woodhouse's home. They were
a gift to the college of the Dutch Bulb
Growers' Association.
Dr. George S. Avery is sailing in
two weeks to spend the summer at
Copenhagen, Denmark. He will con-
tinue his studies of enzymes in rela-
tion to hormones, started on his previ-
COLONIAL INN
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Orchestra Every Saturday Night
$1.00 lmnlmllm Charge STni"o BY ~~ }l'¥Wg
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Sunday Dinner - $1.00
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VISIT
GILBERT FURNITURE CO.
in Genung's 2nd and 3rd Floors
~IASONIC OR STATE STREET
ENTRANCE
MARVEL SHOP, INC.
SMOCKS LINGERIE
KAYSER HOSE
The Unique and Unusual
"STONE ROOM"
of the
Your New
"SPECTATOR PUMPS"
are here
ELMORE SHOE SHOP
Next to Whelan's
Beit Bros. Market,
Inc.
Quality Meats, Fancy Groceries,
Fruits and Vegetables
Fresh Sea Food Fine Bakery
Dairy Products
Cor. Main and Masonic Sts,
Telephone9014
Free Delivery
LOST
A diamond ring on the first floor
of Fanning. on fast Thursday
afternoon. Reward of 50 oi-
fered to finder. Apply Doris
Hart, 319 Mary Harkness.
(Continued from Par:_ 2)
characterized by an astonishing
breadth of interest and of sympathy,
by alertness to new points of view,
and new techniques, and by an un-
flagging vitality that permeates each
page."
Compliments of
BOSTON
CANDY KITCHEN
---:0:---
Patronize Our Advertisers
Harper Method Beanty Shop
Shampoo - Manicuring
Scalp Treatment-Permanent Wave
Fredrich's Zotos Machines
Finger Waving a Specialty
810 Dewart Bldg. Tel. 8508
The
Mohiean
Hotel
New London's l\1ost Popular Gilt
Store
Agents tor
Mark Cross Bags Gloves
and Leather Novelties
Anthorized Steamship Agent
KAPLAN'S LUGGAGE SHOP
AND TRAVEL BUREAU
128 State Street
NEW LONDON. CONN.
260 Rooms and Baths
A la ,Carte Restaurant
tamed tor
Excellent Cul8lne
Cocktail Lounge and Tap
Dancing Saturdays
9 p. m, until Midnight
PARKING SPACE
Room
r-----
THE
-----0:.
SHOPSTYLE
128 State Street
Make Your Get:away
The Greyhound Way!
Likely as not you can bay your Grey-
hound ticket home with just the money
you get from the second-hand store for
last semester's textbooks-and you know
that's not very much! With fares so low
and Super-Coaches so comfortable, it's
no wonder Greyhound is the easy cea-se
that everybody's taking to get out of col-
lege! See your local Greyhound agent-
and, incidentally, have a nice vacation I
Sample One-WayFvu
Boston 1.90
New York._ 2.25
Portland ._.__ 3.65
Philadelphia _ 4.00
\Vashlngton._ 6.55
Cleveland _._ 1l.50
Pittsburgh _.. 9.00
Chicago .__ 17.45
St. Louis ..._._.. 17.35
Jacksonville _ 15.60
GREYHOUND TER~DNAL
15 State Street New London, COOlJ.
Phone 2-1513
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"Von ewrger Liebe' and "In \Valde' encore. Miss Simon obliged with
Seinsamkeit." In the more serious Armstrong Gibbs' "Five Eyes," a
numbers, ~liss Simon imparted in- sprightly, humorous song.
telligenrly the sombre and tragic tinge _
of the love theme with complete un-iderstanding of the text.
:\lr. Hammond, who was admir-
able as accompanist, also earned his
place as soloist. He played two
groups, one of Chopin and one of
Rachmaninoff. i\Ir. Hammond is un-
doubtedly an artist of ability. Fine
interpretation, flexibility, and a light
Our Corsages Speak for Themselves
firmness of touch were his. Although
at intervals his touch was apt to be- FELLMAN & CLARK
come so light that it was barely per- TeL 5588
ceptable, his playing of Rachmanin-
off's "Etude Tableau, A-IVlinor" was
marked by executive brilliance and
imagination.
The audience, including a small
number of students, was well pleas-
ed with the program and requested an
Headaches and Laughs Result
As ~~News"Meets Deadline
Undergraduate Assistant
Sue Carson '40 has been ac-
cepted by the Hudson Shore La-
bor College (tormerly Bryn
Mawr Summer School for wo-
men in Industry) as undergrad-
uate assistant. She is one of six
college girls who are chosen in
competition for this position.
This means that she will be
chairman of the Student indus-
trial Group, and a member of
Service League Cabinet next
year.
by Nancy Wolle '42
Almost any :\Iondar afternoon
during the school year. should you
chance to walk through the basement
hall of Plant, you will hear frenzied,
frantic sounds issuing from behind the
closed doors of Room 3. Above the
boomings of 'Tschaikowsky's Sixth
Symphony pouring from the music
room, the faltering "peck-peck" of a
hesitant typewriter, the rustle of shuf-
fled papers, and the steady mumble of
voices will fall upon your ears. If
your curiosity prompts you to open
the door, you will find yourself
caught in the turmoil of the News of-
fice. Let me warn you here to open
the door carefully, for otherwise the
sudden draft will cause countless pa-
pers to blow off the table, which fills
two thirds of the tiny office, and your
welcome will be none too cordial!
Once you have accustomed your-
self to the startling busy-ness of the
little room, you will realize that the
crowd is not so large as you thought,
and that the turmoil is the News
staff, trying to get the weekly News
ready for the printer. In a chair near
the window sits Anahid Berberian,
our good natured editor-in-chief, sur-
rounded by piles of yellow and white
News copy. Before her is a large yel-
low sheet of paper. If you can squeeze
by Margaret Stoecker, the advertising
manager, who is leaning over her ac-
counts, and look over Anahid's shoul-
del', you will see that she is trying to
lay OUt the front page of the paper,
and at the same time answer the de-
manding questions of the other staff
members.
Next to Anahid sits Jerry Ander-
son, the amiable printer of our News~
who is always on hand to help out
any and all members of the staff. He
keeps us in good spirits by making
light of our -woes, and often places
cigarettes or candy in the middle of
the big table to help brighten the alt-
ernoon.
Across the table sits "Chips" Van
Rees, the Managing Editor, with rul-
er and pencil in hand, struggling to
layout the paper so that she can be-
gin writing headlines before her four
o'clock class.
Carol Chappell will probably stick
her head in to deposit her weekly con-
tribution, and at the same time Aing
a few lively remarks into the current
of hum-drum conversation. Polly
Brown will also make a visit, as will
numerous other unexpected persons,
all adding to the atmosphere of con-
fusion.
At a desk in a far corner sits Shir-
ley Dichter, the Exchange Editor,
clipping choice bits from other college
papers. The Aoor around her is litter-
ed with old papers, and the waste
basket at her side is brimming over
with unwanted items. Anahid will
probably tell her to clear off the top
of the desk before she leaves, but of
course there's no room in the waste
basket for allY overflow, so the desk
remains uncleaned. Such a cleaning
would be a waste of time anyway, for
probably Anahid or "Chips" will sud-
denly grow frantic over a misplaced
and important story, dump the con-
renrs of the abused scrap basket on the
floor, and paw desperately rhrough
the heap, only to find the lost copy on
the table, in plain sight.
Thea Dutcher will probably be
busy scribbling out a last minute
story, or typing her article to make _
easier reading for the printer. Phyl
Sheriffs will drop in to see if all her
reporters have turned in their assign-
ments.
The general pattern of remarks
that fly about the News cubicle seems by Janice Thralls '40
to be, "Measure this," "Where shall
Miss Anne Simon, mezzo-soprano.I put this article ?'I "Who's got the
assisted by Mr. Vernon Hammond,scissors?" IIGo find that girl and tell . . ".
h h I In ptarust, was presented III a recital byer t at we neec rer story flOW, • .
"Wh ' h I jl" "WI' d the college choir, Thursday evening,ere s t e g ue. rat s a war 1>'1 8 h
that means 'fast tempo'?" "What's 1\ ay T t. .
ith I· ')ll IIG A young smger of unusual talent,
IV'I"OIng Wit dtllS ktY~relVhnter. or dO iVriss Simon proved herself the owner
ea 9999 an as ~ I t ey want an a . .
hi k." of a tone of good quality, silvery top-
t IS wee'. d h b"l" "
I " I I I 1 notes, an tea I Ity to sustain an spite a tne act tnar no one I I" I I" Th
I " , I onz ync voca me. ere wasseems to pay muc 1 attention to t te h ., d "I' '
d d I I h N ". owe vel', note occasroua y an 1l11-eman s 0 anyone erse, t e eu/s IS I I I" I ,. I I" T I· eveness 0 qua tty SUCl as a s rgnt Valways ready on nme. he call usron II"" b d , " I "
d I "I f. I . meta IC tim re, an some unts roman t le continua renzy ovcr ate aI-I " "I k"111 I '
"I d k I 'ffi" tlmc to tllllC a uns'l u progressIOn ,;::::::::::::=::::::::::::::::::=::::::::~===:::::~::===:::::~::~'ItiC cs 0 not ma ~c or Ine clcncy.. .l'h 'I N ffi' of vOice from one regIster to another.e atnlosplere 0 our (,'lUS 0 CC IS .: '__ "_0_"_0_0__ ...
. Her control of breath, attack, and - ,.no less systematized than that of any d' , h d d I I
"b" 'b IctlOn were not up to t e stall ar a SUNSET INNllcwspapel, ut It seems male so e- I· h" h I h d" . I
cause of the cracker box size of the tec lllllqU,e WIlle s le a prevIOus y
NT set or lerse .room. 0 newspaper was ever gott::n M· S· , .. of the
ready calmly. Unless everything is 13 11S~ Imon s slbnglll,g h
d h I "bl' h ra 1m s group was y ar t e mostone at t cast POSSI e Illlnute, ted I' h I I I h I
"II bid· . e Ig t U P ace all t e program. nnews WI e sta e an ullinterestlllg. hId h ," I f
The continual high tension of the of- t ese S lC graspe . t e esse.ntla ea-
, .. . tures: the mocklllg, rogUIshness of
fice may seem dlstuJ blllg and unneces- "V bl" h S d h " d "D
'd b k h erge IC es tan c en an ersary to an outSI er, ut we ~now t at S h . d" d h d . f
it cannot be prevented, and that with- c Illle, an t e eep senousness 0
out constant pressure the paper would
never be ready, NATIONAL BANK i I
Some Monday afternoon, whell OF COMMERCE" • i
your nerves aren't strained and you I ,,0..
crave a little noisy excitement, just Established 1852 I DANCING EVERY NIGHT - 9 to I _
drop into the News office, and il yOll NEW WNDON. CONN. I SUNSET INN ORCHESTRA I
aren't worn out when you arrive, I I
we'll guarantee that you will be when Phone 5805 D. J. Zuliani .:-------,---,.'--- __0_"-"_0_"_0_0_'_'_ .:.
you leave. We Serve to Serve Again
--:0:-- DANTE'S
A diplomat: One who remembers a Italian-American Cuisine
lady's birthday but not her age. Good Food - Fine Drinks
52 Truman St. New London
GET IT AT.,.
STARR'S
Drug Store
2 Deliveries to Dorms Daily
Fresh Flowers Daily
Crocker House Block
Miss Simon Shows
Unusual Talent in
Recital Thursday 3 Smart GirlsWear
Vassarnettes
GIRDLE $5.00
GIRDLE PONT " 5.00
ALL·IN·ONE 7,50Oh!thejoyofthem for
your summer pleasure and
comfort
THE SHALETI CLEANING
& DYEING CO.
and
PILGRIM LAUNDRY
2-6 IIIONTAUK AVE.
Phone 3317
For Your Swim Suits Ask for
FLEXEES' "SEAMOLDS"
One-Day Service lor
Connecticut College Students
Beach and Sports Wear
Victoria ShoppeCHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED
Mago Point, Waterford, Conn.
Opening Saturday Night, May 27
•
SHonE DINNEns SERVED DAILY
II a. m. 9 p, m.
IN THE PALM OF A HAND
TIPPED WITH $!a1t/
(JqflSEA VILLAGECharcoal Broiled Lobster,
Cbicken, Steak
• Go off thts wee~-l!Ind with fingertips to donie a
dozen Romeos!
Enjoy the luxury of an expert professional manicure
at your favorite beauty shop topped off with
one of Peggy Sage's new "Sentimental Trio" 01 flat-
teting fingertip occents Goldrush Heartbreak
, .• Nosegay.
Or ask for these subtle-siren colors 01 bette, ioiletries
counters . ~ They're straight
from Peggy Sage's exclusive
solons in New York, London
and Paris.
"Tile poIi'}' tlrat wears liAe ;rG:; .
SEATS 200
Novel Oyster Bar Opens
Decoration Day
STONINGTON
FOR COLLEGE GIRLS ONLY P
The WINDLE SCHOOL ~
"College to Career via Windle" is the route for
alert, business-minded college women. In this
"post-graduate" school they find secretarial training
planned for them alone ... thorough preparation for
positions with top mell in any organization. Six-
month concentrated course in one of New York~" '
s~art office buildings. Staff with 1t i1I
Wide experience in teaching college ., ,_~
women. Placement service. Catalog. •
Director, Louise F. A. Windle, 30 --.:
Rockefeller Plaza, New York City. I
OTTO AIMETTI
Ladies' Tailor
SpeciaHzing in Ladles' Tailor-Made
O..esses--Coats and Suits fI[adc to Ordf!" Ir;;~~o!Take"~:":::=:;_:';e:~-~~::-;:;~~';~:-·I:·
I menl, Thursday, 2.4, and receive a generous trial boUle con-
ltaining one of Peggy Sage's newest shades. IThe Supply is I,irnileel! I·:·...-._'-"-'-,._'------,--"-"_0_'_0_-.:.
Fur Remodeling a Specialty
86 STATE STREET
Phone 7395
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This year's College \Veek, spon-
sored by the Intercollegiate Ouring
Club Association, is to be run by
Dartmouth College. It is held in the
lean-res on the shores of Lake Colden
and its environs in the heart of the
Adirondacks near Lake Placid.
There is a whole week's fun of hik-
ing, climbing, cooking, living out-
doors, and nightly sings around camp
fires with a hundred or more repre-
sentatives from eastern colleges. Col-
lege Week takes place in the early
fall-the most beautiful time to be in
the mountains, from September sixth
Hearing is believing, and it took to September thirteenth-just before
us one startling, unbelievable inter- college opens. Everyone is invited to
view to be convinced that a Jane Ad-I come, form groups, and represent our
dams' Sophomore is really serious college! Keep posted with the A.A.
when she says she would like to taste bulletin board for future notices.
human flesh. If you ever wake up There was an interclass softball
with a portion of an extremity miss- game on Wednesday the i yth the
ing, let us know, and we'll give you Seniors and ]llniol~s against' the
the name of the cannibalistic young Freshmen and Sophomores. The
lady. Freshman-Sophomore team won by
two points SO the game was very ex-
Our editor tells us that this is the citing. The Senior-Junior team are to
last column until next fall, so we will try to redeem their prestige in another
bid you all a tearful adieu. And to game before the season is over.
the graduating class we wish the We had our first sailing race on
b.est of luck, and loads of congratula- I Thursday afternoon down at the
(Ions. ICoast Guard Academy. Twelve girls
---:0 :--- raced, three in each boat, and there
Classes Prepare For were about a ~ozen more \Vl~o came
down to the pter to watch. Though
Traditional Sing the wind encircled the compass during
by Dorothy Kitchell '42 the first half-hour it settled down and
Th hilI . di the race was run off very successfully.
e \~ 0 e co ege IS, para Ing . to Sue Smith '42 skippered the winning
classes With the Connecticut marching b duri f h . h. . 1 oat unng most 0 t e race WIt
song on their bps. Few are t lose who J M ' d Th D hean oore 41 an ea utc er
do not know the words by heart as , G·
"W' hI' . " 41, as crew. irls who were chosen to
. It a ovdedlllcreashIngl.bever, we go to the Dartmouth Regatta because
traipse up an own tel rary steps f thei f ... f C .. S' lot terr per ormance III this race were
as we practice or ompetmve mg .. S S· h' Sh W'l '
After supper on chilly evenings each Bue mB't d42., ,erry dl sOTnh 4°,
etty ow om 42 an yrza
class can be seen at work on the steps M . , TI D h
of some building or other-cach try- . agnus, 42• ie artmout ~e.ws
. d I' h IS not as successful as past sailing
~ng to out 0 t ie ~e,xt III ev~n marc - news. The weatherman was against
Illg rows, and original musical mas- d ' d f T h C
terpieces. Song leaders are frantically u.s an
S
llll,steac 0 sa,1Idng tl e onlhle~-. ,. .. ticut ai lI1g rew ta to ower t err
teanng dielr half III an effort to keep .. . . . .
II
· d d h If <i1gnlty and Sit IIlslde watch10g the
us a 10 or er an prevent one a '. raIn pour down onto a perfectly calm
of the group from raCll1g ahead of the I k A ·1· . ·11 b h Ida Te. sal IIlg meetll1g WI e e
rest. d· I f d
A h d I h
· soon to ISCUSSpans or more an
s t e av ooms ever nearer, w Ite . '1·, . merner sal lllg next year.
dresses, skirts, and sweaters are un- Th I 11· A I T
k d f h h b II
' e nterco eglate rc lery our-
pac"e rom t e mot a s or arTlve
in packages from New York. White ;~==============================-;
Since ~Irs. Seward repeated the shoe cleaner is in sight in every room "1
following in class, we don't think she as we vainly attempt to disguise our SUNDAY, MAY 28 I g~~ ,
will mind our printing it. One day grey and mud-caked saddle shoes into
last week she proceeded to feed one gleaming cleanliness. at
of the baby guinea pigs, and being in- . The trees ar-e budding in response I
terrupted, she forgot about it. After to the prayers for summer weather, Danceland, '()cean Beach ~och
. and all is in readiness for vocal com- Ia tnlle she noticed the paper that had
contained the animal, but Mr. Guinea petition-win, show, or place.
O . I I The Incomparable IPig was no where to be found. After nee a year sees every gn c ean, I
an interminable search, she found to white, and immaculate. What a Mal Hallett and his Orchestra I
her amazement, that she had quite shame it is that Connecticut cannot II
preoccupiedly tossed him into the ico~I.".p.e.teiiiin.ll.ls.ic.a.I.IYiiiin.,o.r.eiiiio.ft.e.n.liiiiiiii~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
waste basket. •
Caught
College is supposed to develop our
powers of observation we are told. It
has apparently done so for "Butt"
Patton at any rate. The other after-
noon the girls out on Jane Addams'
sun porch were discussing the recent
arrival of Britain's royalty to North
America. They had been speaking at
length of the festivities that were to
be held, when "Butt" in a desperate-
ly sincere and awed tone said, HAnd
you know, deep down underneath it
all, they're real people, just like we
are."
We think that a professor would
have been just a little irked the other
day had he realized that the attention
of the back row of his class was being
diverted by a shadow artist. With
ten fingers she formed a myriad of
figures, including a remarkably life-
like profile of F.D.R.
Scoop! Who is C.C.'s foremost po-
et, and why does he prefer to remain
anonymous? We bet you'd never
guess, only your correspondent knows.
Why is it we wonder, that women
in general derive so much pleasure
from indulging in tears? Last Satur-
day we watched a number of students
returning to college after seeing
"Wuthering Heights." Handker-
chiefs, definitely on the damp side,
protruded from pockets, faces show-
ed the unmistakable sign of tears, and
all the victims were beautifully and
serenely happy.
The inhabitants of Ricker Row in
1937 are all very sad. Term papers
are piling up, exams are approaching,
and you know the rest of the sad
story. One of the girls insists on
singing, apparently trying to resur-
rect her spirits. Every time her quav-
ering tones are heard, one of her not
too tactful neighbors heaves a shoe,
book or some other appropriate mis-
sile in her door. The songstress is
thinking quite seriously of opening a
shoe and book shop. Greatly reduced
rates!
We are told that Homer some-
times nods j and we want to add that
C.C.'s Homer (and we don't mean
Sis) sometimes flops. Just what were
you doing sitting on the bridle path
REGAL FUR SHOP, INC.
Cold Storage
Cleaning
Repairing
Remodeling-
Glazing-
Relining
A Variety of Street and
Monkey Jackets
All Work Guaranteed
Over John Irvings
86 STATE STREET 3267
on A. A. NEWS
the other day, Rachel, and why did
that horse have such a funny expres-
sion on his face?
Why is ]- G- so vitally inter-
ested in New Haven? We hear she
is mad about Savin Rock, wild about
Chapel Street, and she thinks the
Green is divine. Is it love, or are you
trying to get a job with the Cham-
ber of Commerce?
(Continued from Pace 1)
Association, Room 206, Fanning
Hall, 9 :30 A.M.
Trustees' Luncheon, Knowlton
House, 12:45 P.M. For Alumnae ---------------
holding reunions, Faculty and Sen- L. LEWIS & COMPANY
iors. Established 1860
Class Day Exercises, Outdoor The-
P M Al P d
ClUNA, GLASS, SILVER,
atre, 3 :30 .. umnae ara e, LAMPS and UNUSUAL GIFTS
Laurel Chain, Ivy Planting, Presen- State and Green Streetstation of Class Gift. "The Fall of _
the City" by Archibald MacLeish,
presented by Dramatic Club and
Dance Group.
Reunion Banquets, 7:00 P.M.
Classes of ] 9 19, 1920, 1921, 1929,
1937, 1938.
SUNDAY, JUNE ELEVENTH I
Meeting of Parents of Seniors with Fully Equipped
Motor Boat "Dolly M"President Blunt, The President's Of-
fice, Fanning Hall, I I :30 A.M. FOR HIRE
President's Reception, The Prcsi- Pleasure or Fishing Parties
d ' L PM F CAPT. R. V. HAWLEYent sawn, 3 :30-5 :30 .. or 37 Stuart Ave. 5855
Seniors and their Friends, Alumnae, r:=============::::;
Faculty and Trustees. t
"Baccalaureate Service, St. James
Church, 7 :30 P.M. The Reverend
William W. Patton, D.D., Glen
Ridge Congregational Church.
Senior. Sing, Library Steps, 9 :30
P.M.
MONDAY, JUNE TWELFTH
"Commencement Exercises, The
Frank Loomis Palmer Auditorium,
namenr was completed last week. Bil-
lie Bindloss '~o, made the highest
.score ever made at Connecticut, get-
ting 350 points. Teams of eight en-
tered from many colleges and the fin-
al results of each will be compared.
The members of our team, in order of
their scores, were: '40 Bindloss, 350;
'~I Me [ulry, 308; '~I Fleisher, 268;
'41 Whipple, 201; '39 Pasco, 168;
'41 Gardner, 163; '41 Hoffman, 141;
'+0 Allen, r40.
---:0:---
21st Commencement
June 8th to 12th
With Spring
Comes
THE GOOD HUMOR
Union Lyceum Taxi Co., Inc.
Taxi or Private Cars
Phone 3000
Phone 4303
26 State Street
The Blue Cab
CLUB WOODLAND
10:30 A.M. Address by James G.
~IcDonald, LL.D., L.H.D., Presi-
dent of the Brooklyn Institute of Arts
and Sciences.
Laying of the Iarnestone of Fred-
eric Bill Hall.
In case of rain, Class Day exercises
will be held in Knowlton House and
the play will be twice given in the
Gymnasium.
Daylight Saving Time.
"Tickets are required.
THE SAVINGS BANK OF
NEW LONDON
A I\olutual Savings Bank
68 MAIN STREET
4225
THE HOME PORT
for
A SMOKE,
A COKE,
AND A BITE TO EAT
The Favorite
Place for the
Connecticut College Girls
for ....
Dining and Dancing
NORWICH INN
NORWICH, CONN.
Telephone Norwich 3180
Where Connecticut's
"who's who" eat Lobster
REAL LIVE LOBSTER
BROILED OVER mCKORY LIl\IBS
FROGS' LEGS STEAK cmCKEN
FA.MOUSSHORE DINNERS
DELICIOUS $1.00
LUNCHEON
SKIPPERS'
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now, addressing your communica-
tions to the Office of the Business
Manager, Connecticut College. in-
closing self-addressed, stamped envel-
ope, or at the public sale at the box
office at the Frank Loomis Palmer
Auditorium June 1St, zd and jd, be-
tween the hours of 2 and 5 o'clock.
Prices for the series will range from
$6 to $8, depending on the location
of seats. Students desiring tickets for
as a collector of rare and priceless vi-
olins. It is interesting to know that
together with Zimbalist's great virtu-
oso for the violin, he possesses also an
uncanny ability to play almost any
musical instrument that comes into his
hands. The name "Zimbalist" is
symbolic of great violin music. He
stands at the pinnacle of the musical
ladder in both popularity and pres-
tige. It will be with more than un-
usual interest that Efrem Zimbalist is
welcomed to New London for the
closing concert of the Concert Series
for 1939-194°.
Tickets for the series can be secur-
ed in two ways-either by mail order,
Auditorium Affords Fine
New Series of Concerts
(Continued from Page 1)
ment of the next offering on Wed-
nesday evening, November Sth, when
S. Hurok will present the Ballet
Russe de Monte Carlo. The presen-
tation will include the entire Corps
de Ballet and Symphonic orchestra.
The ballet will offer an entirely new
social evening for New London. The
company is made up of the pick of
young talented ballet dancers, with
the garnish of solo ballerinas and the
usual colorful costuming and spectac-
ular stage sets. Their performances
are, in every sense of the word, de-
lightful-for the Ballet Russe em-
bodies the gay, serious and artistic in
achieving the acclaim they have re-
ceived and rightfully so, from their
Metropolitan appearances in the past.
On January r rth, the Kolisch
Quartet will come to New London
as the third offering in the Concert
Series. This group of artists is a cel-
ebrated one, which many connoisseurs
consider the outstanding string quar-
tet in the world today.
The last two numbers in the series
present solo artists-pianist and vio-
linist. They are Myra Hess and Ef-
rem Zimbalist, both of whom enjoy
an enviable reputation in the concert
field today. Myra Hess, noted Eng-
lish pianist, wiII be presented on
Thursday evening, February 29th.
Her appearance in New London is
an occasion indeed for she has a
tremendous following in this coun-
try and there are many more de-
mands all her time than she is able to
fulfill. Miss Hess needs no musical
introduction. To all, her name is
known and to many her great talent
has been enjoyed previously. As a
person, she is delightfully friendly
and informal-always gracious, and
so it is with her playing. Myra Hess
has never before appeared in New
London and this first appearance in
the Frank Loomis Palmer Auditori-
um might well be called the highlight
in the series.
Another great artist, this time in
the field of violin virtuoso, Efrem
Zimbalist, will close the Concert Se-
ries on March t qth. There is some-
thing of a personal interest in Mr.
Zimbalist's coming to New London,
since he has spent many summers over
at Fishers Island. Although Russian
by birth, Zimbalist is, in many re-
spects, an American artist. He is an
American citizen, makes his winter
home in New York, summering in
Connecticut. Not only is Zimbalist
a performer, but is well-known also
Now thal sodas cost no
more at Peterson's why
deprive yourself of the
hest?
The College Inn
133 Mohegan Avenue
New London, Conn.
Breakfast - 8·11
2SC -- 3SC -- Soc
Luncheon - 12-2
40C -- Soc -- 6sc
Afternoon Tea - 3-5
2jC -- Soc -- 7SC
Dinner - 6-7 :30
6sc - 8sc - $1.00
Also a la Carle
Sandwich Shop
11 a. rn, - 10 p. m.
Sandwich, Sodas, Ice Cream
Candy and Cigarettes
We Specialize in
Birthday Cakes and
Catering for Teas
Confectioners - Caterers
scums BOWLING ALLEYS
Peter Seuris, Prop.
126 Main St. New London, Conn.
Telephone 9814
ALWAYS BRING YOUR
CARDS WITH YOU
PETERSON'S
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the series are urged to make applica-
tion by mail NOW. Reservations
will be filled in the order of applica-
tion.
Katharine Gibbs secretarial training
oUers college women a practical way
to ride tbeir hobby. or pet interest. right
into a well-paid position. Over 2000
calls last year. for candidates interested
in writing, drama, sports. travel. etc.
a Ask College Course Secretary for
"RESULTS," a booklet of placement in.
formation, and illustrated catalog.
a Special Course for College Women
opens in New York and BostOD Sep-
tember 26. 1939.
• AT NEW YORK SCHOOL ONLY-
same course may be started July 10,
preparing for early placement.
Also One and Two Year Courses for pre.
paratory and high school graduates.
BOSTON. . •• 90 Marlborough Street
NEW YORK ....•. 230 Park Avenue
KATHA~~
ombinations
BILL LEE outstanding for his combination of, burning speed, control and games won,BIG
and CHESTERFIELD, outstanding for its can't-be-copied
combination of the world's best tobaccos.
Chesterfields' can't-be-copied blend makes
them outstanding for refreshing mildness ...
for better taste ..• for more pleasing aroma
.•. outstanding for real smoking enjoyment.
When you try them you will know
why Chesterfields give millions 0/men
and women more smoking pleasure •••
why THEY SATISFY
~A~t~:·:·:·'···
The RIGHT COMBINATION 0/ the world's best cigarette tobaccos
They're Milder ..• They Taste Better
BIG BILL LEE
Pitching Star 0' fhe Chicago
Cubs. An outstanding pitcher
In 'h.National,Leagu ....
